
These instructions are intended as a helpful 
reminder. They do not replace the full operating 
instructions found in the owners manual, which is 
available at the rental counter.
 

Disclaimer:

06/19SKID/SMALLSKID/2012

Operating Instructions
1.  Always use hand rails and steps when mounting the machine. Never enter machine unless loader arms are 
 lowered. Fasten seat belt and/or lower safety bar. Be sure controls are in the neutral or park position and parking  
 brake is set before starting. 
2. Start the engine from the operator’s seat only. Turn the key counter clockwise to auxiliary and wait 20 seconds to 
 heat the glow plugs. Then turn the key clockwise to start the unit. Once the unit is started allow the unit 30 
 seconds to warm up. Check all indicator lights before starting your job. If there are any problems shown by the  
	 indicator	lights,	do	not	use	the	machine;	turn	it	off	and	call	A	to	Z	Equipment.
3. To move forward, push both levers away from you. To back up, pull the levers toward you. To turn left pull the left 
 lever back, while simultaneously pushing the right lever forward. Perform the reverse to make a right turn. To 
 stop let go of the levers. 
4. The 2 pedals at your feet operate the bucket. The left pedal controls the up and down motion of the bucket, and 
 the right pedal is used to scoop and dump. Pushing the front of the pedal picks up the material, pushing the back 
 of the pedal dumps the material. Make sure the bucket is raised slightly to avoid skidding on the ground. 
5. When operating the machine always keep the bucket low for visibility and so that the center of gravity is low. 
 Operating the machine with the bucket in the air will cause the machine to be unstable and increase the chances 
 of rolling it over, and causing damage to the machine, and injury to the operator.
6. Driving the machine at a high speed or performing sudden maneuvers can also be unsafe and can increase the 
 chance of damage, rollover, and injury to the operator.
7. Driving the machine over uneven ground or on a steep grade can also be unsafe and increase the chance of 
 damage, rollover and/or injury to the operator.
8.  If the Skid Steer tips or rolls over during operation it is important to shut the engine down immediately to avoid 
 damaging the machine or causing injury to the operator. Failure to shut down the machine can cause engine 
	 damage	and	unsafe	conditions	for	the	operator.	If	a	rollover	or	accident	occurs	shut	it	down	and	call	A	to	Z	
 immediately!

• No riders are EVER ALLOWED on a skid loader. 
• Customers are responsible for all damage done to the skid steer while it is in their possession. 

A to Z Equipment Rentals & Sales - 4 locations in the Phoenix Arizona Metro Area
If you like this piece of equipment,  inquire about purchasing it !

If	equipment	does	not	work	properly,	notify	office	at	once	-	
• Phoenix, 602-955-5100 • North Valley, 602-992-1150 • East Valley, 480-539-8700 • West Valley, 623-925-0200

 

Customer Instructions
Skid Steer Loader

IF THE SKID STEER TIPS OR ROLLS OVER AT ANY POINT DURING OPERATION

STOP
TURN OFF THE ENGINE ASAP AND CONTACT A to Z IMMEDIATELY

DO NOT ATTEMPT TO UPRIGHT THE MACHINE UNLESS INSTRUCTED TO BY A to Z EQUIPMENT
or catastrophic engine damage can occur

(Following our instructions after a tip or roll over may save you the price of an engine.)

Call 811 before you dig. It is your responsibility to know where all underground utilities are before you 
dig.


